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Abstract—Procedural content generation is a popular tech-
nique in the game development. One of its typical applications
is generation of game levels. This paper presents a method
to generate tracks for racing games, by viewing racing track
generation as a discrete sequence prediction problem. To solve it
we combine two techniques from music improvisation. We show
that this method is capable of generating new racing tracks which
appear to be interesting.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, procedural content generation (PCG) not
only has been used in some of the widely successful commer-
cial games [1, 2], it has also received a lot of attention from
researchers [3, 4, 5]. One of the possible application of PCG is
generating tracks for racing games. Imagine a PCG algorithm
that does not simply generate new content, but learns from
the given input tracks. This allows it to produce tracks that
posess similar structural properties. On the one hand, this can
augment the human designers’ creativity by allowing them to
concentrate on creating truly novel levels. On the other hand,
it also increases the replayability of the game, since the tracks
generator can keep generating new tracks for any single player
individually in the post-release phase.

There have already been a few studies concerned with the
racing tracks generation using search based approaches [8, 6,
7]. Their success depends on the fitness function, which in
turn depends on the player satisfaction. One way to estimate
this value is to construct or to learn a player model, another
is to involve the players themselves in the selection process.
Creating player models is a complicated learning task in itself,
while including players in the process of evolving tracks relies
on the assumption that a casual player would be interested in
such task.

In contrast to the above approaches, we present a con-
structive method which is capable of generating racing tracks
according to a player’s preferences in real-time and requires
from a player only selecting one or more tracks to use as an
input. At the development stage the generator would use as an
input tracks created by the game designers.

Our solution adopts methods from music improvisation
[9, 10], turning racing track generation into a discrete sequence
prediction problem. Under the assumption that the interest-
ingness of a track for a particular player is a result of its
structural features, we first build a model from the tracks that
the player selects. Using this model we construct new tracks
which, despite being different, still carry strong resemblance
in structure to the input ones. We describe how it is done in
Section II. To validate our approach, we have implemented a
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Fig. 1: Example training patterns.

racing track generator for a popular racing game, Trackmania
[11]. The setup and results are described in Section III.

II. ALGORITHM

A racing track can be viewed as a discrete sequence
made of different track blocks (straight lines, curves, etc.).
More formally, we use an alphabet Σ = {s, r, l}, where s
represents a straight line, r and l represent a right and a left
turn respectively. Each of the three elements corresponds to
a building block of the same length. The turns have a fixed
value of 9 degrees. A single track S is a sequence of fixed
length N , constructed of the primitive elements, S ∈ ΣN .

Imagine that we have as training patterns two tracks
from Fig 1, ‘rectangle’ and ‘zigzag’, their alphabet repre-
sentations being ‘rrrrrrrrrss...rrrrrrrrrss..’ and ‘llllllllllllllllllllr-
rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr...’ respectively. Two tracks have quite different
structural features: ‘rectangle’ has long straight stretches with
turns in one direction only, while ‘zigzag’ has alternating turns
with no straight runs in-between. Presented with these training
examples, the algorithm should generate new tracks that are
sufficiently different but possess the same structural features.

Using a sequence representation, generating a new track
can be viewed as predicting the next symbol in a new track
repeatedly. In order to solve this discrete sequence prediction
task, we combined two algorithms. One of them is a lossless
compression algorithm named LZ-MS [12], used to extract the
variable-order Markov model [13] from the training patterns.
The other one is an optimal string matching algorithm called
factor oracle [14] that can be used for the transition rule
mining. Together, these two algorithms create a character
model of the input sequences. From these models we generate
new sequences that maintain the same variable-order Markov
model and transition rule as the input sequences.
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Algorithm 1 LZ-MS, incremental parsing

Input: input sequence: s ∈
∑∗, input shift: I , back shift: B

Output: phrase dictionary: d
1: Initialize: d← ∅
2: for i = 1 to I do
3: let p be a empty phrase, p← ∅
4: m← 0
5: for j = i to |s| do
6: p← p + sj
7: if p /∈ d then
8: add p into d
9: p← ∅

10: j ← max(m, j −B)
11: m← j
12: end if
13: end for
14: end for
15: return d

A. Variable-order Markov model

Begleiter et al have shown that the discrete sequence
prediction problem can be solved via a lossless compression
algorithm [13], for instance, LZ-MS [12], a variant of LZ78
[15]. To this purpose, LZ-MS extracts from training patterns
the variable-order Markov model.

The LZ-MS algorithm first builds a phrase dictionary from
the input sequence S ∈

∑∗ through incremental parsing (see
Alg 1). The phrase dictionary is used to construct a context
tree: Starting from the root labeled ∅, the context tree is grown,
such that for every phrase in a dictionary there is a path from
the root to a node in the tree. Afterwards, all the leaf nodes
are transformed into internal nodes by adding children to them
labeled with the elements of Σ. The last step in constructing
the context tree is to weigh each leaf by 1 and each internal
node by the sum of weights of its offsprings. An example of
the context tree for the input string ‘ssslsslr’ is shown in Fig.
2.

To generate a track from a given context tree, the elements
of the track are drawn from the alphabet Σ with probabilities
specified by the tree. To calculate the probability P (c|S),
where c ∈ Σ and S ∈ Σ∗, the tree is traversed along the
path corresponding to S and the probability is read off of the
next child corresponding to c. For example, given the tree in
Figure 2, if we need to compute the P (l|ss), we first travel
the tree from the root and follow the path sequence ‘ss’, and
stop at node ‘s’ which has a weight of 9. Its child node ‘l’ has
a weight of 7, therefore P (l|ss) = 7/9 = 0.78. If we reach
the leaf node before the end of the sequence S, we go back to
the root and continue. To learn from multiple training patterns,
each one is processed sequentially and the context tree is built
from the resulting joined phrase dictionary.

Examples generated by LZ-MS from the ‘rectangle’ and
‘zigzag’ training patterns are shown in Fig. 3, and Fig. 4
respectively.

B. Factor Oracle

The variable-order Markov model alone is sufficient for
most music applications. However, unlike music in which

Algorithm 2 Factor oracle

Input: input sequence: p ∈
∑∗

Output: factor oracle
1: add state 0
2: add suffix link s(0)← −1
3: for i = 1 to |p| do
4: add pi into factor oracle using Alg. 3
5: end for
6: return factor oracle

all possible transitions are valid, the racing tracks sometimes
require certain transition rules to hold, which creates con-
straints not represented in the context tree. Futhermore, the
Markov based approach relies on maintaining the resemblance
between training patterns and generated patterns in order
to ensure interestingness. Intuitively, should the resemblance
exceed certain threshold, the human will perceive the generated
patterns as nothing more than mere copies of training patterns.
Therefore, it is also important to measure how different the
generated patterns are from the training patterns.

We solved the above issue by merging the variable-order
Markov model with a transition rule mining algorithm called
factor oracle [14, 16], which is an automaton built upon a given
sequence. It was invented for optimal string matching. Given
an input sequence S ∈ Σ∗, its factor oracle consists |S| + 1
states. On each state i in factor oracle, the transitions t(i)
point to the end positions of the first occurrence of factors of
S, and the suffix link s(i) points to the end position of the first
occurrence of the maximal suffix of prefix(i) which occurs at
least twice in prefix(i). The pseudo code of incremental factor
oracle construction are shown in Alg. 2 and Alg. 3. An example
of factor oracle constructed from sequence ‘ssslsslr’ is shown
in Fig. 5.

It was shown in [16] that factor oracles can be used
for music improvisation with an additional parameter p, the
mutation rate. The generation procedure starts from the state
0 in the factor oracle, then travels along the arrows and copy
the labels of the transitions it passes into the new track. At
each state i, with probability p the process may jump through

Algorithm 3 Factor oracle, incremental

Input: factor oracle, symbol: pi
Output: factor oracle

1: add state i
2: add transition from state i− 1 to i by pi
3: k ← s(i− 1)
4: while k > −1 and there is no trasition from state k by pi

do
5: add transition from state k to i by pi
6: k ← s(k)
7: end while
8: if k == −1 then
9: add suffix link s(i)← 0

10: else
11: add suffix link s(i) ← where leads the transition from

k by pi
12: end if
13: return factor oracle
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Fig. 3: Examples generated from ‘rectangle’, using LZ-MS
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Fig. 4: Examples generated from ‘zigzag’, using LZ-MS

the suffix link to state s(i), then from there pick a transition
tn ∈ t from s(i) randomly and jump through it to state
tn(s(i)). If the mutation rate is set to 0, then a sequence
identical to traning pattern will be generated. Therefore, this
parameter controls the similarity between the training pattern
and generated patterns.

Examples generated using factor oracle are illustrated in
Fig. 7, and Fig. 8.

Learning from multiple training patterns is also possible,
but not without a small modification. Sharing the same starting

state, one state line is constructed for each training pattern.
These state lines are not constructed sequentially, rather in
turns, one symbol from every pattern at a time. An example
of multi-patterns factor oracle is shown in Fig. 6.

C. Combining factor oracle and LZ-MS

While the factor oracle faithfully represents the transitions
from the input patterns, it does not have a probability model.
To have both, we combine LZ-MS with the factor oracle
and replace the mutation rate with the probabilities from the
variable-order Markov model.
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The generation process starts with a factor oracle and a LZ-
MS context tree constructed from the same training patterns,
and traverses them simultaneously and correspondingly. On
each factor oracle state i, the candidates transition list normally
consists the transition to the next state i+ 1 as well as all the
transitions from suffix link s(i). However, the suffix link s(i)
should be ingored if it leads back to the state 0, with the only
exception being that the current state i is the last state. This is
under the assertion that only the tails of the training patterns
can link back to their heads.

All the transitions in the candidates list are assigned
probabilities that are read off the LZ-MS context tree, namely
the current vertex and its children. Then one of the transitions
from the candidates list is chosen in accordance with these
probabilities, the generator copies the resulting label into the

new track, and traverses the factor oracle and the context tree
accordingly. The pseudo code of this generation process is
given in Alg. 4.

To quantitavely evaluate the resulting tracks we look at
two particular metrics: The mutation rate as the measure of
diversity of new tracks, and the average log-loss as the measure
of similarity to the training patterns.

The average mutation rates of the factor oracle & LZ-MS
for ‘rectangle’ and ‘zigzag’ training patterns are listed in Table
I.

In order to test the similarity in probability models between
the training patterns and the generated patterns, we calculate
the average log-loss as proposed in [13]. Given a test sequence
Stest = (c1 . . . cN ) ∈ ΣN , the average log-loss is defined as
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Fig. 7: Examples generated from ‘rectangle’, using factor oracle with 0.05 mutation rate
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Fig. 8: Examples generated from ‘zigzag’, using factor oracle with 0.05 mutation rate



Algorithm 4 Generator using factor oracle and LZ-MS

Input: a factor oracle: f , a LZ-MS context tree c.
Output: an output sequence: o

1: let the current factor oracle state i← 0
2: let the current context tree vertex v ← root(c)
3: while |o| < desired length do
4: let the set of possible transitions a← ∅
5: add the transition from fi to fi+1 into a
6: if the suffix link s(i) > 0 or i = |f | then
7: add all transitions t(s(i)) into a
8: end if
9: for every transition â ∈ |a| do

10: set probability p(â) according to the weights of
offspring(v)

11: end for
12: normalize the probabilities in a
13: pick a transition â from a based on probabilities
14: add the symbol of â to o
15: move to next state i← â
16: move to next vertex v ← v̂
17: if v is leaf then
18: v ← root(c)
19: end if
20: end while
21: return o

TABLE I: Average mutation rate of factor oracle & LZ-MS

‘rectangle’ ‘zigzag’ both patterns
0.52 0.52 0.55

`(P, Stest) = − 1

N

N∑
i=1

logP (ci|c1 . . . ci−1) (1)

If the generated pattern maintains a probability model
similar to the training pattern, a small average log-loss is
expected. The average log-loss values of LZ-MS, factor oracle
and the combined method on ‘rectangle’ and ‘zigzag’ training
patterns are listed in Table II.

From all above tables, we see that, compared to the factor
oracle, the combined method is capable of achieving higher
mutation rate and lower average log-loss at the same time.
The tracks generated from the ‘rectangle’ and ‘zigzag’ patterns
together using the combined method are shown in Fig. 9. While
being similar to training patterns in structural features, the
generated examples show more diversity.

III. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

To test the proposed method in a real-life racing game we
chose TrackMania: Nations Forever [11]. The racing tracks in
this game are made of track blocks, which makes it a perfect
test bed for our approach. The screenshots of the racing tracks
are in Fig. 10.

We implemented the proposed algorithm into a small utility
program, which reads racing track files from TrackMania, and
uses them as training patterns to generate new racing track

TABLE II: Average log-loss

‘rectangle’ ‘zigzag’ both patterns
LZ-MS 0.39 0.42 0.53

factor oracle (p=0.1) 0.36 0.36 0.45
factor oracle (p=0.5) 0.66 0.65 0.91
factor oracle (p=0.9) 0.85 0.90 1.24

factor oracle & LZ-MS 0.35 0.34 0.38

files. A player can pick the tracks that they are interested in
as training patterns, and our program will generate new tracks
possessing similar structural elements that, by our assumption,
reflect the player’s interest.

To conform to the game constraints we implemented the
following heuristic to make sure there are no crossings in the
generated tracks.

A. Crossing avoidance

One important issue in generating racing tracks is avoiding
crossings, as the game won’t allow track blocks to overlap
each other. Given a target track length N , we use the depth-
first search to find a path of depth N , similar to the maze
generation. On each tree node, if the generated track block will
cause a crossing, then we omit this one and generate another.
If all possible options on this node will cause crossing, thus a
dead end, then we fall back to previous node on upper level.

Since the complexity of generating each track block is
constant, the complexity of generate a track of length N is
O(N) in the best case. For the worst case, in which only the
last path visited can reach depth N and all other paths end at
depth N − 1, the complexity is O(kN−1 − 1), where k is the
number of options available on each tree node, or the size of
the alphabet Σ.

There are two common methods in depth-first search
optimization. One is to transfer the depth-first search into the
best-first search [17]. Unfortunately, we cannot use it since this
method eliminates diversity and produces deterministic output.
The other method is to know the dead end paths in advance,
and to avoid visiting these paths. In the racing track generation
task, all racing tracks are likely to be used as training patterns
more than once. Therefore, for each training pattern, it is useful
to store the dead end paths encountered during generation for
upcoming generations. Apparently, the total number of dead
end paths for each training pattern can be very large, and it
is impossible to store all of them. We restrict the algorithm to
store only the dead end paths which start shallow (close to the
root). From the empirical evidence, it appears that avoiding
these dead end paths is sufficient to provide a good boost to
the performance.

In practical terms, the solution is to introduce a boundary
m on the number of fall backs. During the generation, we
count the number of fall backs. Each time the counter reaches
the boundary, we reduce the generate length by 1, and reset
the counter. Without this modification, the worst case from
above will return a track of length N − 1 with complexity
O(min(m, kN−1−1)). And the worst case in this modification
will return a track of length n = argmaxn min(kn−1 −
1,m(N −n)), with complexity O(min(kn−1−1,m(N −n)))
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Fig. 9: Examples generated from ‘rectangle’ and ‘zigzag’ patterns together, using factor oracle and LZ-MS

Fig. 10: Screenshots of generated racing tracks in game TrackMania: Nations Forever

B. Results

The best way to find out whether or not the track generator
is capable of generating interesting tracks would be to test it
on real players without reveal the experiment itself. Using this
approach we can obtain the true opinions from the players, free
of unwanted biases such as selection bias and experimenter’s
bias [18, 19, 20]. We created a web server and a home page for
the the racing track generator we implemented12, and posted
it on several TrackMania player communities [21, 22, 23, 24,
25, 26]. The players of TrackMania can download our track
generator and use it to generate new tracks based upon the ones
they select. Each time a player uses the generator to create
a new track, the hash code of the player’s hardware ID is
uploaded to our web server.

Intuitively, if a player finds the tracks generated by our
generator somewhat boring, she will likely turn for other
sources for new tracks as there are many websites that provide
tracks for download [27, 28]. Therefore, we can safely assume
that a player would continue using our generator only if she
finds the tracks generated interesting, and the number of times
a player has used our generator reflects whether or not she
likes the generated tracks. Overall we have recorded 559 uses
from 51 players, and 22 out of 51 players have used our track
generator no less than 10 times. The resulting usage stats are
displayed in Figure 11.

1http://tmgen.co.nf/
2http://sourceforge.net/projects/tmcg/

Fig. 11: Histogram of track generator uses

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We propose a method inspired by music improvisation
techniques, which is capable of generating in real time new
racing tracks with the same structural features that a player
displays a preference for. To achieve that, we turn the racing
track generation task into a discrete sequence prediciton prob-
lem and solve it by building the variable-order Markov model
from traning patterns, which also preserves the transition rules.



A few questions yet need to be addressed. Due to the
non-deterministic output of the algorithm, it cannot generate
closed tracks, which is a requirement in a significant part
of racing games. Additionally, our approach lacks the ability
to avoid overlapping naturally. In our future work we aim
to ovecome above issues using the approaches applied in
constraint satisfaction problems for Markov processes [29].

Nevertheless, the empirical evidence from implementing
the proposed algorithm in a real racing game TrackMania
shows that players reuse the generator without any external
motivation, which we think is a positive feedback about the
interestingness of generated tracks.
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